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TST AWARDED LOTTERY CONTRACT
VANCOUVER – Technical Systems Testing (TST) is proud to announce that through a
comprehensive RFQ process by the District of Columbia (D.C.) Lottery & Charitable Games
Control Board, its North American testing lab has been awarded its second consecutive
contract to test and certify gaming products and the gaming environment within which the
products operate.
Building on an already well established relationship, TST will continue to test D.C. Lottery’s
Variable Range Draw Machines, Random Number Generators (RNG) and their related lottery
Games. TST looks forward to continuing to assist the Lottery in achieving its rigorous
certification requirements, and insure all products are fair and secure for its valued players.
The D.C. Lottery is just one of many government operated lottery organizations that TST
continues to serve. In addition to numerous Canadian Provincial and US State gaming
authorities, TST also works closely with international Regulators throughout Europe, Asia,
Australia, and South America.
TST’s CEO, Salim L. Adatia notes that “With this award of contract, TST intends to
leverage its profile at the upcoming NAGRA Conference in Washington D.C. We hope
to form new relationships with other Lotteries and Regulators both domestically here
in North America and abroad through TST’s other internationally-based test labs. We
especially look forward to exploring possibilities for work with other well established
Manufacturers and forging new partnerships with the respected North American Tribal
community this year”.
On the heels of new TST labs opened last year in both London (UK) and Macau (China),
TST’s flagship Australian and North American based labs are able to extend increased, multilingual, resources to its valued clients to accommodate even the most demanding testing
projects and timelines. CTO, Noah Turner, “encourages both new and long-standing
clients, to look to TST for our speed, quality and responsiveness of service. We are
excited about the opportunities 2009 will present.”
Since it’s inception in 1993, TST has offered the full range of independent regulatory
compliance testing and consultation services to both the land-based and interactive gaming
industry. In addition to this, TST’s experts continue to provide Information Systems Security
(ISS) audit and consultancy services relating to both logical and physical security of gaming
environments.
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